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Abstract. Forecasting is an important task for intelligent agents in-
volved in dynamical processes. A specific application domain concerns
district heating networks, in which the future heating load generated by
centralized power plants and distributed to buildings must be optimized
for better plant maintenance, energy consumption and environmental im-
pact. In this paper we present XM HeatForecast a Python tool designed
to support district heating network operators. The tool provides an inte-
grated architecture for i) generating and updating in real-time predictive
models of heating load, ii) supporting the analysis of prediction perfor-
mance and errors, iii) inspecting model parameters and analyzing the
historical dataset from which models are trained. A case study is pre-
sented in which the software is used on a synthetic dataset of heat loads
and weather forecast from which a regression model is generated and
updated every 24 hours, while predictions of load in the next 48 hours
are performed every hour.
Software available at: https://github.com/XModeling
Video available at: https://youtu.be/JtInizI4e s.
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1 Introduction

Forecasting future behaviours of complex dynamical systems is a key functional-
ity of intelligent agents involved in dynamical processes [18]. It entails the ability
to learn patterns and variable relationships from past data (usually in the form
of a multivariate time series), to generate a model of these patterns, and to use
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this model to infer future values of some variables of interest [4,5,3,?]. In the
context of the recently proposed paradigm of smart grids, forecasting has gained
a key role [17], since it allows to predict future loads of the network in order to
improve network maintenance and efficiency [15]. A specific type of smart grids,
which have proven important in recent years for environmental sustainability are
District Heating Networks (DHNs) [9], in which the heat is generated in one or
more centralized power plants and distributed through an insulated network of
pipe system to commercial and residential buildings [10].

Short-Term Load Forecasting (STLF) [8,12,13,14], namely, the prediction of
the system load over time intervals ranging from one hour to one week, is partic-
ularly important in DHN management because it supports operators in various
decision-making tasks, including supply planning, generation reserve, system se-
curity and financial planning [8]. Different kinds of methods are proposed in the
literature for time-series forecasting applied to DHNs and related domains. In [1],
for instance, authors investigate the application of support vector regression, re-
gression trees, feed forwards and multiple linear regression models applied to
DHNs. Considering models based on deep learning, Recurrent Neural Networks
(RNN), Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [11] and convolutional LSTM [19] are
among the most popular techniques for time series forecasting. Computational
tools for STLF in DHNs consist of statistical and machine learning methods
able to i) learn predictive models from past data, ii) update predictive models
online while new data are available, iii) make load predictions, iv) analyze pre-
diction performance, v) analyze model parameters. Our aim is to develop of an
open source prototype for research in heating load forecasting which can easily
be released in production. To the best of our knowledge the literature does not
provide similar tools, while there exist commercial software.

In this paper we present a novel open source Python software for STLF in
smart district heating networks. Its name is XM HeatForecast and it extends the
open source suite eXplainable Modeling (XM) [6,7]. XM HeatForecast is designed
to support DHN operators in all phases of load forecasting and it can be inter-
faced with other tools for planning and scheduling. The tool provides i) a module
for predictive model generation based on time series, ii) a graphical user inter-
face for integrated and interactive analysis of predictions, models performance
and data. The current (first) version of the software uses linear autoregressive
models for prediction, where variables are generated from prior knowledge on
the application domain, but the tool is independent of the prediction method
and the data sources. The main contribution of this work to the state-of-the-
art is to presentation of the software XM HeatForecast and all its components.
Moreover, we provide a case study in which the tool is tested on a synthetic but
realistic dataset showing the differences in prediction performance depending on
the length of the historical data. Model coefficients are also investigated to show
how the software supports model interpretability through integration of different
kinds of information. Other original elements are the online approach by which
the model is updated and the open communication interface for data exchange
with other tools, such as planners.



The rest of the manuscript is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an
overview of XM HeatForecast. In Section 3 a detailed description of modules for
model and forecast generation is provided. In Section 4 modules for visualization
and analysis are presented. In Section 5 communication interface is described.
Section 6 contains a complete case study. Conclusions and future directions are
discussed in Section 7.

2 XM HeatForecast: system overview

In this section we provide a high-level description of the XM HeatForecast ar-
chitecture, and an overview of its main modules and testing dataset.

2.1 Main modules and software structure

XM HeatForecast has four main components, namely, Data processor, Model
generator, Forecaster and Graphical user interface (GUI). In Figure 1 each part
is identified by a color to highlight different functionalities (i.e., green, gray, light
blue and red). In the current version the tool is designed to re-train models every
24 hours and predict future heating loads every hour. When the tool is started1 a
forecasting horizon between 24 or 48 hours and a starting instant (date/time) for
the predictions are asked to the user. The values of the first parameter have been
suggested by operators of a real DHN plant because of their usefulness in plant
operations (e.g., production and maintenance planning). The second parameter
allows to perform tests on previously acquired datasets. In this case also a refresh
time can be provided by the user to speed-up the simulation. Namely, instead
of waiting one hour for each update, simulations can be performed with a time
interval of few seconds, as shown in the attached video.

Input/output: the input and output of the tool consists of time series data
read from folders Weather forecast, Data and Model, and predictions stored in
folder Forecast (see the folder icons in Figure 1). The folders contain comma
separated (csv) files automatically read and written in real-time. Data pro-
cessor: this module reads batches of data from folders Weather forecast and
Data (green arrow 1.a in Figure 1), processes and re-stores them into folder
Data (green arrow 1.b in Figure 1). Processed data are then loaded by Model
generator and Forecaster for training and forecasting. Model generator: it
reads past load data from folder Data (purple arrow 2.a), trains the model and
saves it into folder Model (purple arrow 2.b). Past models are stored in the same
folder for analysis purposes. Forecaster: every hour, it loads processed data
and the last trained model from directories Data and Model (blue arrow 3.a),
respectively, and it predicts the future heating load (blue arrow 3.b). Perfor-
mance measures: Performance is computed at run-time when forecasting from
time series of predicted load and real load. The current model is then evalu-
ated by root mean square error on testing data (i.e., data not used for training

1 XM HeatForecast requires Python 3.X. A script is provided to automate the instal-
lation process. The script is executed by command ./install.sh.



the model). The coefficient of determination (R2) of the models are computed
on training set and model parameters are extracted from the current model and
saved into the Performance folder (orange arrows 4.a and 4.b in Figure 1). GUI:
it is a graphical user-friendly interface that updates in real-time showing current
predictions, errors, model parameters and historical data. Communication in-
terface: module synchronization is performed at run-time by file exchange (red
arrows 5.a, 5.b and 5.c in Figure 1). Figure 2 shows folder organization.

Fig. 1. Overview of the XM HeatForecast.

2.2 Testing dataset

The current version of tool provides a dataset for testing the software, which it
includes weather forecasts provided by an external forecast repository 2, calendar
events (social factors) 3 and synthetic heating loads. Main weather factors that
affect heating load are considered, namely temperature (T ), relative humidity
(RH), rainfall (R), wind speed (WS), wind direction (WD). From these sig-
nals we computed variables with strong predictive capabilities for heating load,
according to the literature [2,16]. In particular, from T we compute squared of
temperature T 2, moving average of temperature on last 7 days Tma(7), maximum
of temperature TM , squared of maximum temperature T 2

M , maximum tempera-
ture of a day ago TMp and square of maximum temperature of a day ago T 2

Mp.
Historical load variables used by the model are heating load li of i days ago for
1 ≤ i ≤ 7 and load peak at previous day lp. The software is however independent
of the set of variables used by the model.

2 https://rp5.ru/
3 https://pypi.org/project/workalendar/
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2.3 Data pre-processing

The Data processor module transforms raw data to data in a models-readable
format. Source data are .csv files. Data processor reads from these files the his-
torical and current heat load and weather forecast, merges them and it computes
the variables described in the previous subsection. Finally it saves processed data
in the Data folder. This procedure is displayed by green arrows 1.a and 1.b in
Figure 1.

Fig. 2. Folder organization.

3 Model generation and forecasting

In this section we describe the modules that manage predictive models genera-
tion, parameters updating and forecasting of heating load.

3.1 Model generator

The XM HeatForecast architecture is designed to be independent from the choice
of a specific model. In the current version of the tool we used autoregressive lin-
ear models models generated by the approach proposed in [2]. In particular, the
model consists of multiple linear regression equations, one for each pair (day,
hour), therefore we have 168 equations in total. The model estimates future
values of heating load l using a linear combination of weather variables, past
loads and social factors described in the previous section. The equations have
the following form: Mij = f(weather, dload, social), where i ∈ {1, 7} indicates
the day of week, j ∈ {0, . . . , 23} the hour of the day, weather are weather vari-
ables, dload includes past heating load, and social consists of variables related
to calendar events, such as holidays.

Given a series of pre-processed data read from the Data folder, the Model
generator generates the model and updates parameters during the re-training
process performed every 24 hours. Each equation Mij is trained using corre-
sponding day/hour data. The current version of the software uses the Ordinary



Least Squares (OLS) function of statsmodels4 (version 0.11.1) since it natively
provides statistics such as parameter p-values, but other libraries (such as scikit-
learn5) can be used to employ other modeling frameworks. Models are stored in
the Model folder using the dump function of the Pickle library. The procedure
is displayed by purple arrows 2.a and 2.b in Figure 1.

3.2 Forecaster

The Forecaster is responsible of predictions of future heating load. The archi-
tecture of the tool allows to easily select the amount of forecasting jobs and a
forecasting horizon between 24 or 48 hours. In the current version we schedule a
job every hour and batch of input data together with updated model are loaded
by this module. According to a selected forecasting horizon h, Forecaster pre-
dicts the future h-hours of heating load, using for each day of the week (i) and
for each hour of the day (j) the correspondent model equation Mij and the data
of the last week. The forecasting procedure is displayed by blue arrows 3.a and
3.b in Figure 1.

3.3 Performance evaluation

Two standard metrics are provided to evaluate performance measures, namely,
the root-mean-squared error (RMSE) computed on the test set, and the co-
efficient of determination R2 computed on the training set. Given an observed
time-series with n observations y1, . . . , yn and predictions ŷ1, . . . , ŷn, the formula

for the root-mean-squared error is: RMSE =

√
1

n

N∑
t=1

(ŷt − yt)2. The RMSE is

used in two ways. First, to evaluate the error of the last prediction every time
a new forecasting is performed and real heating load are available. Second, to
show the error trend on a rolling basis using a sliding window of h-hours, where
h is the forecasting horizon. Every time the model is re-trained the GUI is re-
freshed to show updated R2 coefficients and model parameters. The performance
evaluation procedure is displayed by orange arrows 4.a and 4.b in Figure 1.

4 Model and forecast visualization and analysis

The XM HeatForecast graphical user interface is divided into four main sections,
identified by numbers from 1 to 4 in Figure 3 and described in the following. All
charts can be separately visualized in independent windows that allow zooming
and saving to file.

4 https://www.statsmodels.org
5 https://scikit-learn.org



4.1 Visualization of heating load predictions

The first section of the GUI (top-left) contains future heating load prediction
for h-hours after the current date/time instant. The current date and time is
displayed in the top-central part of the interface. The chart shows the prediction
in orange and the real load in blue (if available). The RMSE of the prediction
is also displayed on top of the chart. The menu on top of this chart allows to
select and visualize weather variables, i.e., T , RH, WS, WD and R. If a variable
is selected, then the chart is refreshed to display the values of the correspond-
ing variable during the h hours of the last prediction. This allows operators to
discover relationships between heating load predictions, prediction errors and
weather factors.

Fig. 3. Main elements of the XM HeatForecast graphical user interface.

4.2 Visualization of model and prediction performance

The second section of the the GUI (top-right) displays the time evolution of
two performance indicators, namely, the coefficient of determination R2 (orange
line) and the RMSE of h-hours prediction (blue line). This chart is updated every
hour, namely whenever a new prediction is performed, but the R2 statistics is
updated only every 24 hours, when the model is re-trained. Figure 3 shows,
for instance, 15 days of prediction errors. These chart is useful to assess the
prediction quality over time, as shown in the case study of Section 6.

4.3 Visualization of model parameters

The third section of the GUI (bottom-left) shows model parameters. These val-
ues are important for DHN operators because they provide insight about vari-



ables contribution to the prediction. This insight can strongly support decision
making by DHN operators. The box plot displayed in Figure 3 shows, for each
variable, the distribution of related coefficient values across the 168 equations
(e.g., temperature T has a negative median value, see the red horizontal line in
the corresponding box plot). Menu 2, on top of this chart, allows the operator
to select various combinations of the three factors day, hour and variable, to
deepen the analysis of coefficients. By selecting a specific day (e.g., Monday) the
box plot is updated by a heatmap in which rows represent variables, columns
represent hours and cell colours represent coefficient values for specific day, hour
and variable. Heatmaps are used to visualize coefficients when single factors are
selected in menu 2. When two factors are selected a table is visualized to show
related coefficient values.

4.4 Visualization and analysis of training data

The last section (bottom-right) allows the operator to select two variables of the
training set (i.e., the dataset on which the model has been trained) and analyze
them. In Figure 3 the temperature (blue line) and the heating load (orange line)
have been selected, and their negative correlation is displayed.

5 Communication interface

In this section we describe the communication interface of the tool consisting
of back-end with Data processor, Model generator and Forecaster and front-
end which is the GUI. Each reading/writing operation performed by back-end
modules is synchronized with reading of front-end. An overview of the system
and a description of folders content are displayed in Figures 1 and 2.

5.1 Back-end

In the following we describe the back-end and a step-by-step process that allows
the core of the tool to be synchronized with front-end. Every hour when a fore-
casting job is scheduled, a new file containing weather forecast for the next hour
and past data are read. Past data consists of historical heating load of the last
week (i.e., li of i days ago (1 ≤ i ≤ 7), heating load peaks at previous day lp
and calendar events such holidays H. Current weather forecast and past data are
then merged and processed by Data processor, which returns a batch having new
variables computed from current value of T (see Section 2.2). The new batch of
data is saved into Data folder in order to be read by Forecaster in forecasting
phase or GUI for graphical visualizations and it has 168 rows and 20 columns,
which are a week of past observations for 20 variables in accordance with model
requirements (see Section 3.2). Every 24 hours a whole set of historical data up-
dated with the observations of the previous day is passed to Model generator for
the training and the update of model parameters. Model folder contains current
model and a chronology of past models saved as .pickle objects. Every hour,



Forecaster generates an output file which is saved into Forecast folder. Each file
contains the future h-hours of predicted heating load.

The metrics for the evaluation of performance are computed at run-time in
two moments, the first, every 24 hours R2 coefficients and model parameters are
saved into Performace folder and they are updated and available as soon as a
training instance is completed. Due to the type of model, a csv file containing
R2 coefficients has the following structure: 24 rows and 7 columns, one for each
pair day of the week (j) and hour of the day (i). Each position i, j provides a
coefficient of determination of model in a specific day (j) and hour (i). Model
parameters are also saved in csv files. A file containing the parameters of a
specific variable has 24 rows and 7 columns. As the previous metric, each position
contains a weight for specific day of the week and hour (i, j). The second moment,
every hour RMSE is computed given the last series of predicted and real load.

5.2 Front-end

GUI checks if new data are available using a polling technique on Forecast,
Performance and Data folders. It reads last forecasting file and if available,
real heating load to display the top-left graph in Figure 3, that it consists of
a comparison between real and predicted load with related RMSE. It loads R2

coefficients and RMSE values to display the graph on the top-right, which shows
the performance of model since tool has been starting. It loads model parameters
to display box-plot charts, heatmaps or tables with model parameters on the
bottom-left. Finally, GUI reads dataset used for training the models to support
data analysis on the bottom-right.

6 Case study

We provide a case study showing the standard use of XM HeatForecast and the
advantages it introduces from the data analysis point of view by integrating ma-
chine learning and visualization tools. The analysis here presented is based on a
real-world dataset6 provided by AGSM7 a utility company that manages a DHN
in Verona (Italy). The dataset contains variables described in Section 2.2 ac-
quired from 01.01.2016 to 30.04.2018. In these tests we compute multi-equation
linear autoregressive models with one equation for each weekday-hour, as de-
scribed in Section 3.1. Further details about models are provided in [2]. The
experiment focuses, in particular, on the analysis of model performance de-
pending on the number of observations in the training set. As explained above,
XM HeatForecast performs model re-training every 24-hours. We evaluate eight
training intervals displayed in Figure 4.a and test the model on twelve 48-hours
forecasts starting from a fixed date, namely, 19.02.2018 at 12 am. The table in
Figure 4.a shows, in each row, the training length (in monts and number of ob-
servations) and related RMSE. The chart in Figure 4.b displays the same data

6 The dataset is not available for privacy reasons.
7 https://www.agsm.it/
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on a graphical basis. Interestingly, performance reaches a plateau after about
one year and a half, showing that this time horizon is needed to have have good
prediction performance. We provide also the training time which is nearly con-
stant. Another interesting analysis allowed by XM HeatForecast concerns the
relationship between independent variables (i.e., weather and social factors) and
the heating load prediction (and error). Operators are interested to understand,
in particular, the reasons of model errors to increase the knowledge about the
network and improve model performance. The red line in Figure 4.c shows, for
instance, a case in which the maximum temperature strongly increases between
03.07.2018 (about 10◦C) and 04.07.2018 (about 16◦C) (see the red area). This
change seems to be the cause of a deviation between the true and the predicted
load due to the slowness of the model to adapt to temperature changes. In fact,
in the temperature peak the model predicts a higher load than the true one for
about 7 hours, as if it expected lower temperature at that time.

Fig. 4. Example of data analysis with XM HeatForecast

Finally, we show how XM HeatForecast can support knowledge extraction
from model parameters. The multi-equation autoregressive linear model gen-
erated by the current version of the software consists of 168 linear regression
equations, one for each weekday and hour. With 20 independent features this
results in 3360 coefficients, which are difficult to display efficiently. The bottom-
left panel of XM HeatForecast (described in Section 4.3) provides useful support
on the analysis of these parameters. Selecting a variable from the menu of this



panel a heatmap of model parameters is shown. For instance the heatmap dis-
played in Figure 4.e displays 168 coefficients of variable l1, namely the heating
load with one day lag. Heatmap columns correspond to the 24 hours of the day,
and rows correspond to the 7 days of the week. The chart allows to easily ob-
serve patterns and other properties of model parameters. For instance, red cells
in the figure correspond to pairs weekday-hour in which the predicted heating
load highly depends on the load of the previous day at the same hour. In fact,
these cells represent high coefficients (i.e., high correlation) while green cells low
coefficients. Notice that Sunday and Monday have low parameters on average. In
the first case this is due to the strong change of behaviour between working days
and Sunday (mainly for commercial buildings), in the second case it is due to
the strong change of behaviour between Sunday (weekend) and Monday (work-
ing day), which makes the load of the previous day not informative to predict
future load. XM HeatForecast allows also to display numerical values of model
parameters, as shown in Figure 4.f, by selecting a specific day of the week and
hour of the day in the menu. The figure shows coefficients for each variable on
Monday at 6.00 and the red arrow indicates opposite signs of temperature T
and previous day load l1 coefficients, which highlights that the temperature T is
anti-correlated with the predicted load, and the load of the previous day is little
but positively correlated with the predicted load. The anti-correlation between
temperature and heating load can be clearly shown also in the bottom-right
panel of XM HeatForecast (see Section 4.4). Figure 4.d displays the time evolu-
tion of the two variables over a time period of two years in the training set. It
shows a strong seasonality with low temperature and high heating load in winter
and high temperature and low heating load in spring. By zooming on the chart
a similar pattern is visualized also on a daily basis, because of the temperature
variation between day and night.

7 Conclusions

XM HeatForecast integrates in a single tool both machine learning and data vi-
sualization capabilities for heating load forecasting in DHN. The tool allows to
generate predictive models and analyze their parameters, predictions and per-
formance, supporting interactive and integrated analysis in real-time. This inte-
gration provides new possibilities for DHN operators to improve their knowledge
about the network and, consequently, to improve operational performance. The
paper describes the tool and provides a novel case study on a real dataset where
the software tools are used to collect knowledge about the real network and to
show the prediction ability. Future developments concern the extensions to a
other predictive modeling frameworks (e.g., LSTM) and the application to novel
domains, such as behaviour prediction in intelligent robotic platforms.
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